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Chris Caldicott 

Since travelling to some of the most remote parts of the world as Photographer-in-Residence to the Royal 

Geographical Society, Chris Caldicott has continued his globetrotting lifestyle as a freelance photographer, 

writer and lecturer specialising in food and travel. He has had several books published about food, travel and 

the spice trade and visited 108 countries in search of the perfect meal. As a journalist he is a regular 

contributor to publications such as Vanity Fair, Conde Nast Traveller, The Sunday Times, Harpers Bazaar, 

Tatler, House and Garden and the Telegraph. Chris will offer a workshop at the beginning of the trip on how 

to take better travel photographs and get the best out of your camera covering exposure, focus and 

composition illustrated with examples of his own work. He will also be offering one to one tutorials during 

the journey. 

Carolyn Caldicott 

Carolyn owed and ran the World Food Cafe in London’s Covent Garden for 20 years.  She now works as an 

author and food writer and together with husband Chris has written several World Food Cafe recipe books 

about global cuisine. Her recent books including Vintage Tea Party, re-creating the nostalgic world of 

traditional English teatime treats; Rosehips On a Kitchen Table, a manual for foragers, farmers market 

shoppers and allotment gardeners; Comfort, recipes to warm the heart and feed the soul; Bombay Lunch Box, 

about Anglo-Indian Tiffin with a contemporary twist; and Great British Cooking, covering everything from 

roast beef to making marmalade. Her next book Beside the Seaside, celebrating retro and contemporary 

seaside cuisine, is out this spring. She also a food and travel writer for Elle magazine. Carolyn will give a 

introduction to the regional cuisine and the dishes you will enjoy on the journey and be on hand to explain 

the mysteries of the wonderful spices and other ingredients on sale in the colourful markets along the way. 



 

 

Detailed Itinerary 

Join Chris and Carolyn Caldicott on this journey round Brazil in search of culinary delights, and 

evocative images of bustling markets, stunning beaches, hidden villages and vibrant festivals. They 

will also give a casual workshop on how to improve your photographic skills and an introduction to 

all the delicious cuisine you will enjoy on the journey ahead from super fresh sizzling street food to 

gourmet meals. The tour starts in Rio de Janeiro to see the famous Christ The Redeemer Statue as 

well as exploring the lesser known areas of the city. Enjoy an exclusive private Caipirinha making 

lesson with one of Rio’s top barmen on top of Sugar Loaf Mountain.  

Break up the journey with a couple of days in the bohemian town of Trancoso, a former fishing 

village on Brazil's Bahia coast with spectacular beaches. Spend two days staying just off the 

“Quadrado”, a large, rectangular village green surrounded by brightly coloured houses with the all-

white 16th century São João Batista church at one end overlooking the beach and the sea.  

  
                                                                                    Sugar Loaf Salvador  
 

We continue to Salvador, the capital of Brazil’s north-eastern state of Bahia, known for its 

Portuguese colonial architecture, Afro-Brazilian culture and tropical coastline. Split into two levels, 

it is connected by lifts and a network of steep back streets which lead up to the Pelourinho (a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site); Salvador is home to some of the best-preserved colonial 

architecture in the Americas. Explore the beautiful Renaissance buildings, the vibrant Bahian 

markets and enjoy a home cooked meal in a private house to show you the highlights of Afro-

Brazilian cuisine including the famous Moqueca.  

The tour ends in Paraty, a small 17th century colonial port on a stunning stretch of jungle-clad 

coastline equidistant between Rio and Sao Paulo. It was once Brazil’s main port for sugar export 

under Portuguese colonial rule until the late 1800s, when the inner road was opened, and Paraty was 

left forgotten and frozen in time.  Walk around the stunning 17th century buildings in the town 

centre where cars are strictly forbidden and enjoy a day trip on a private schooner to explore the 

areas many beaches, secluded bays and islands.  



 

 

Day 1: Tuesday, 6th March  London / Rio de Janeiro  

Depart London Heathrow on a morning British Airways flight to Rio de Janeiro arriving in the evening. 

Transfer on arrival to the Santa Teresa Hotel where three nights are spent.  A restored ranch, the Santa 

Teresa is located at the heart of the historic Santa Teresa District. Dinner under own arrangements.  

Day 2: Wednesday, 7th March  Rio de Janeiro  

Morning city tour of downtown Rio de Janeiro including the Praco XV Square, the 18th century Imperial 

Palace and the old Cathedral. Return to Santa Teresa for a private Cachaça tasting. 

Lunch at a local restaurant in the fashionable Santa Teresa district. Visit the Arches Aqueduct (Aqueduto da 

Carioca), an impressive example of colonial architecture built in the middle of the 18th century to bring fresh 

water from the Carioca River to the population of the city.  Continue to the new modernist Cathedral and the 

famous Selaron Steps, created by Chilean-born artist Jorge Selarón who claimed it was "my tribute to the 

Brazilian people". Visit the Real Gabinete Portugues de Leitura before having afternoon tea at a popular 

1920s style café.   

Sunset visit to the world famous ‘Pão de Açúcar’, (Sugar Loaf Mountain), which has become an iconic 

symbol of the city of Rio de Janeiro. Exclusive evening caipirinha-making lesson with one of Rio’s top 

barmen in a private area up Sugar Loaf with a 360 degree view of the city. Return to the hotel for dinner.  

  
                                                                                           Botanical Gardens Selaron Steps 

Day 3: Thursday, 8th March  Rio de Janeiro   

Early morning visit to the Largo do Boticario Square. Continue to see the famous statue of Christ the 

Redeemer, with its open arms blessing the whole city of Rio de Janeiro. Built in 1931 with donations by the 

Catholic Church, it is positioned on top of the 710 meter-high Corcovado (hunchback) Hill. 

Lunch under own arrangements. Visit the beautiful Botanical Gardens, one of the oldest in the world and a 

showcase of diverse Brazilian and foreign flora. Return to the hotel via the Vista Chinesa viewpoint. Dinner 

under own arrangements.  

Day 4: Friday, 9th March  Rio de Janeiro / Salvador de Bahia 

Transfer to the airport for a domestic flight to Salvador de Bahia, the capital of Bahia state, overlooking the 

vast Todos Santos Bay (Bay of Saints). 

Lunch under own arrangements. Transfer to the Villa Bahia Hotel where three nights are spent. Located in 

the in the heart of Salvador’s historical centre next to the famous Church of San Francisco, the hotel has been 



 

 

individually decorated with a blend of colonial and African-Bahian influences. Afternoon at leisure. Dinner 

at the hotel.  

Day 5: Saturday, 10th March  Salvador de Bahia  

Visit the art deco Elevador Lacerda which connects the city, the church of São Francisco with its exquisite 

gold-leafed Baroque interior and the the Pelourinho square (a UNESCO World Heritage Site) which is home 

to some of the best-preserved colonial architecture in the Americas.  See the Igreja Nossa Senhora do 

Rosario dos Pretos, built by a brotherhood of African slaves in the 18th century, and the Jorge Amado 

Foundation, dedicated to one of Brazil’s most famous writers.  

Lunch under own arrangements. Explore the lower city which offers another perspective of the sprawling 

city, taking us to the quiet waters of the Itapagipe Peninsula where life moves at a slower pace than the 

bustling upper city. Fishermen fish from dug out canoes, locals collect shellfish at low tide, schooners lie at 

anchor, all protected by the famous Nossa Senhor do Bonfim  Basilica; one of the most important churches 

of pilgrimage in Brazil. End the day with sundowners as you enjoy the spectacular view from the Farol da 

Barra lighthouse. Return to the hotel for dinner.  

  
                                                              Salvador de Bahia                                                                              Traditional dress 

Day 6: Sunday, 11th March  Salvador de Bahia  

Morning tour of the bustling fruit and vegetable markets to see the ingredients used in the preparation of 

Bahian cuisine. Street food is extremely popular in Salvador, sold by local women in traditional costumes 

from colourful trays; the falafel-like acarajé being the favourite for Bahians. This same delicacy is sold on 

city streets throughout West Africa alongside other savouries such as abará, and vatapá, and, of course, the 

famous malagueta pimenta hot sauce.  

Lunch under own arrangements. Visit one of the cities favelas as, like most Brazilian cities, Salvador 

continues to grow in an uncontrolled fashion. This evening you will have a home cooked African inspired 

meal cooked for you in a private house to show you the highlights of Afro-Brazilian cuisine including the 

famous Moqueca.  

Day 7: Monday, 12th March  Salvador de Bahia / Trancoso  

Transfer to the airport for a domestic flight to Porto Seguro. Transfer to Trancoso, a bohemian fishing village 

on the coast of Southern Bahia which came to fame as being on the hippy trail in the ‘70’s and is now a 

haven for high-society Brazilians. Check-in to the charming Carim Santo Hotel where three nights are spent 

in bungalows located in pretty tropical gardens.  



 

 

The hotel is situated next to the "Quadrado" (the Square), the heart of the town, which is surrounded by 

brightly coloured houses. Protected by UNESCO, no cars are allowed and there are plenty of restaurants and 

cafes where you can sit and watch the world go by. Remainder of the afternoon at leisure. Dinner at the 

hotel.  

Day 8: Tuesday, 13th March  Trancoso 

Morning spent enjoying the local village life.  

There will be a special traditional moqueca lunch served down at the seafront. Afternoon at leisure to enjoy 

the beach and village. Dinner under own arrangements. 

  
     Trancoso Trancoso Beach   

Day 9: Wednesday, 14th March  Trancoso 

Morning spent exploring the bohemiam town. 

Traditional Bahian cooking lesson and lunch. Afternoon to relax. Dinner at the hotel.   

Day 10: Thursday, 15th March   Trancoso / Sao Paulo  / Paraty  

Transfer to Porto Seguro for a domestic flight to Sao Paulo.  

Lunch under own arrangements. Transfer to Paraty and check-in to the Pousada Literaria, a colonial mansion 

in historic downtown Paraty, where three nights are spent. Dinner at the hotel. 

Day 11: Friday, 16th March   Paraty 

Morning walking tour of Paraty, a small 17th century colonial port on a stunning stretch of jungle coastline. 

Explore many of the impressive 17th century colonial churches including the Igreja Santa Rita and its Sacred 

Art Museum as well as the Casa da Cultura.  

Lunch at a local restaurant. Drive out through the Atlantic Forest to the beautiful Cachoeira de Toboga 

Waterfall where there is a calm pool to swim in. Return to the hotel. Dinner under own arrangements.  

Day 12: Saturday, 17th March  Paraty 

Day-trip on a private schooner exploring the many beaches, secluded bays and islands in the region including 

the Saco de Mamangua; the only tropical fjord in Brazil.   



 

 

Lunch at a local restaurant in one of the bays. Return to the hotel for a farewell dinner.  

Day 13: Sunday, 18th March  Paraty / Rio de Janeiro  

Morning at leisure.  

Lunch under own arrangements. Afternoon transfer to Rio de Janeiro for an overnight flight to London.  

 

  
                                                                         Paraty harbour                                                                                        Paraty   

Day 14: Monday, 19th March  London 

Arrive midday at London Heathrow Airport.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

Tour Price 

COST PER PERSON: £6,195 
 
SINGLE SUPPLEMENT: £1,245 
 

A fee of £95 per person will be charged for those who would like to travel out or back separately 

from the main group. 

The tour cost includes:  

 international flights (Economy Class) 

 air passenger duty, passenger service charge, airline security charges, airport taxes and fuel surcharges 

where applicable – currently £355 (liable to change without notice) 

 accommodation throughout as shown in the itinerary 

 breakfast daily; 5 lunches and 8 dinners 

 all visits and excursions as per the itinerary 

 all transportation as detailed in the itinerary 

 all entrance fees 

 local English-speaking guide/s 

 gratuities in restaurants 

 gratuities to driver/s 

 gratuities to guide/s  

 porterage 

 the services of your tour leaders throughout 

The tour cost does NOT include:  

 travel insurance 

 items of personal expenditure (e.g. telephone calls / laundry etc.)  

 further government levies or taxes introduced after costing and publication of this programme on 

23.03.16 

Changes to the Itinerary 

Please note, that certain elements of this itinerary, and/or the order of events, may well be subject to 

alteration due to circumstances beyond our control. 

Fitness to travel 

Whilst we do not impose any age limitations on joining a tour, participants must be reasonably fit. The very 

nature of the sightseeing involved in our tours (and the difficulties of direct access by coach in various 

places) means that a considerable amount of walking and standing is unavoidable on almost all tours. We 

regret that our tours are not suitable for people who have difficulty in walking, may require wheelchair 

assistance at any time, or are unable to keep pace with the group. If you are in any doubt as to the suitability 

of a tour, please make this known to us before you book and we will advise you accordingly. The Ultimate 



 

 

Travel Company reserves the right to decline a reservation without necessarily giving a reason. Your tour 

leader may also refuse to take participants on particular excursions if they feel that the rest of the group will 

be held up. 

Airline Tickets 

As a tour operator we have access to special airfares. While these offer good value, they do carry certain 

restrictions applied by the airline. Please ask us for details. 

Note:  If you are thinking about using air miles to upgrade to a premium cabin on the flights, please check 

with us first as fare restrictions might not permit this. 

Health Requirements 

No vaccinations are required for entry into Brazil however the following inoculations are recommended: 

Typhoid, Hepatitis A and B, Diphtheria, Tetanus and Polio. Malaria is in the northwest half of Brazil. The 

risk is minimal in the south east half of the country towards the coast. No yellow fever certificate is required. 

Detailed advice can be found on: http://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/destinations.aspx 

Please check recommended practice with your GP, practice nurse or travel health clinic. 

Passport and Visa Information 

Passengers should hold a full passport. British passport holders do not require a visa to visit Brazil for stays 

less than 3 months. Nationals of other countries should consult their local Brazilian Embassy.   Please ensure 

that your passport is valid for the proposed duration of your stay; you do not need any additional period of 

validity on your passport beyond this. 

FCO Advice 

We recommend that you periodically review the travel advice issued by the Foreign & Commonwealth 

Office, which relates to all aspects of your destination, at www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo. 

Accommodation 

Hotels are chosen on the basis of category, character and location. The majority will be at least 4 star, 

otherwise the best available. The projected size of the group will often rule out the use of luxury boutique 

hotels. Sometimes the style of hotel will mean that not all rooms are the same size or have the same outlook.  
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